
From the Bedfordshire Times and Independent of Friday, 28 April 1916 

“A Soldier’s Life” – the winning entry 

‘The writing of a piece of poetry on “A Soldier’s Life” was necessary to qualify for the bardic 

chair, and of three competitors, Private Alfred Jenkins, 2/1 WCCS, RAMC, was adjudged the 

winner with a finely conceived poem, of which extracts are given below.’ 

 

The Chaired Bard, Private Alfred Jenkins 

The extracts printed in the paper were as follows: 

‘Lad was he, of village breeding, in a country  

 wild and free 

Where the summits of the mountains cast their 

shadows in the sea, 

When from Europe's sky beclouded, crashed the 

Thunderbolt of War 

Heralding the Sword's defiance and defence of 

Europe's Law. 

 

‘He had roamed the beach from childhood with 

its wrack of tempests strewn 

Climbed the cliffs where sea-birds rested in 

their crowded haunts immune, 

Watched the sails that vanished Westwards 

filling him with vague desire, 

Mused on Madoc's princely daring, and on 

Morgan's dreadful ire. 

 

‘And the shadow Eryri queen of all those.  

mighty peaks 

Drew his steps with potent glamour, which a stranger vainly seeks; 

And he drank the lore of heroes of a legendary 

time, 

Lingering in the cairns and cromlechs, told in 

many a bardic rhyme.  
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‘But that eve a portent beckoned from the  

flaming, sunset skies, 

And a strain of ghostly music woke his wondering  

surmise 

Like a bugle that had summoned some lost  

army to the fray -  

Faint, far-off, its notes re-echoed till the faintest 

died away. 

‘He returns home and announces his intention to join the Colours, and the following morning "ere 

the sun had kissed the dew" he bids farewell to his kinsfolk and starts on his journey to the nearest 

county town. Arriving there he guesses "the Barrack entrance" by "its cannon obsolete." 

 

‘There he took the Royal Shilling and the  

doctor passed him fit, 

Took an oath of loyal service, kissed the Book 

to witness it, 

Slept that night a sleep unbroken till reveille's  

bugle rang, 

And the lure of arms' proud calling in that 

stirring music rang. 

 

‘Then follows an account of his life in the Barracks, where he is initiated into the first phases of a 

soldier's life, till -  

 

‘Came the day when he was ordered with a  

draft to Salisbury Plain, 

And the townsfolk crowded round them while 

they waited for the train, 

Like a tumult rose the cheering as they 

shouted their good-byes, 

And their faces filled the windows with the 

laughter in their eyes, 

And the blood within them quickened as the  

carriage rocked along, 

And the riot of their spirits lazed afresh in  

every song, 

Like a vision passed the cities and the fields 

along the Main, 

Till like some glimpsed scene before them they 

beheld the tented Plain. 

 

‘The march to their own camping lines across the Plain where "a score of Camps gave meaning to 

the Plain's far-spreading view," their further training, the trying conditions created by the incessant 

rains, are described, and then comes a move "to Bedford town -  
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‘Where to Dreamer and Reformer is ascribed  

a double crown, 

And the village lad went dreaming through 

the haunts that Dreamer knew, 

Till round Moot Hall, Green and Cottage, pictures 

of the Pilgrim grew. 

 

‘On the bridge offtimes he lingered, latest built 

across the Ouse, 

And the old Bridge rose before him and the  

gaol that Bunyan chose. 

Now a Picture Palace marks the site beside 

the sluggish stream, 

With its mirrored front fantastic as in some 

Arabian dream. 

 

Better were the empty billets than the tents 

on Salisbury Plain, 

But the fireless grates did mock them when 

their clothing sopped with rain; 

And the grumblers had their innings with the 

rations and the pay, 

While the news of foreign service changed its 

venue every day. 

 

‘A moving account follows of a visit on leave to the old home, the departure from Bedford for 

Southampton and Gallipoli, "that night of high adventure" in "Suvla's fateful Bay," and the struggle 

to the Anafarta heights, where the village lad gloriously fell and died.’ 
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